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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the test results of a flight
qualified, 1.8 kW, hydraxine-fed, arcjet system. A
PRlMEX Aerospace Company MR-509 arcjet
system, which was manufactured and acceptance
tested by PRIMEX, was subjected to further testing at
FiatAvio-Comprensorio BPD to qualify “in-house”
facilities to conduct testing activities on flight arcjet
systems. Acceptance tests (functional, environmental
and fking) were performed and are detailed in the
paper, together with a comparison of the acceptance
testresultsobtainedbyPRIMEx on the same arcjet.
The measured electrical characteristics and engine
performance were similar at both laboratories
validating FiatAvio’s capacity to test flight arcjet
systems.
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INTRODUCTION
Electric propulsion activities started at
FiatAvio-BPD in the early 1980s with definition
studies on h4PD thruster systems for orbit raising of
large spacecmft and for North-South station keeping
(NSSK) missions. A lack of near-term applications
for this propulsion technology led to a redirection of
the electric propulsion activities at FiatAvioBPD
towards arcjet technology development in the late
1980’s.
Starting from 1986, in the context of ESA (TRP
and ASTP-3) and AS1 (SSPA) sponsored programs,
low and moderate power advanced laboratory arcjet
engines and s terns were studied and tested at
FiatAvioBPDt’y”
. This work included low (0.5-2.0
kW) and medium (5-20 kW) power arcjet technology
development, emission spectroscopy of arcjet plumes,
and systems definition activities. During these
activities, FiatAvio-BPD licensed arcjet system
technology from PRlMEX Aerospace Company (MB
508 and MR-509)[2’J31.
An ongoing internal research
and development (lR&D) program was started in
1995 to begin the processes needed to have a flight
qualified
arcjet system available for the commercial
market in Europe.
Currently, two main objectives are being
pursued as part of the IRdzD program: first, to
conduct a full acceptance test series on a complete
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MR-509 arcjet system (a flight item) purchased horn
PAC. and second, to manufacture., integrate and fully
test a complete arcjet system in which the thruster
assembly was produced at FiatAvio-BPD. This article
will discuss the successful completion of the iirst
point and illustrate FiatAvio-BPD capabilities to
perform acceptance testing on flight qualified arcjet
thruster
units. Results of the manufacturing
activities, together with test results, will be presented
in a subsequent paper.

redundancy. The mass of each AIS system is
approximately 5.6 Kg., as reported in the Table A.
Compcment

Mass

IQ.1

Arcjet Thruster (AJT)

1.0

PCU

4.1

Cable/connectors

0.5

TOTAL

5.6
Table A: MR-509 Mass Summary

ARCJET QUALIFICATION AND
APPLICATIONS STATUS
The arcjet system tested at FiatAvioBPD,
during the activities described in this paper, was
designed and built by PAC and it is denoted MR-509.
It represents the evolution of the MR-508 arcjetl’l
system, qualitied in 1992.

Thruster & Gas Generator
The arcjet thruster assembly (AX), depicted in
Fig. 2, produces the thrust during system operation
and is composed of a thruster electrode set, a gas
generator, a support structure and a propellant valve.

Design changes were introduced to create the
MR-509 configuration to match mission specific
requirements and to improve manufacturability. The
IviR-509 arcjet system qualification has been
successfully completed (as detailed in Ref. 3) and has
performed nominally on the five geostationary
communication satellites launched to date. Five more
satellites using MR-509 systems are to be launched
over the next year.
ARCJET SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The arcjet system (AIS) consists of three major
components: the arcjet thruster assembly (AIT), the
conditioning
unit
(PO
and
the
power
interconnecting
power cable assembly. Fig. 1
presents a propulsion set of four AIS used on
satellites for NSSK operations.

Figure 1: A Set of 4 MK-509 Arcjet Systems at PAC
The normal operative cycle foresees a l-hour
Bring per week for the on-orbit lie of the satellite
(typically 12 to I5 years). Two thrusters are Bred
simultaneously, the other two are installed for

Fig. 2: MR-509 Arcjet Thruster
Propellant is supplied to the arcjet through a
fluid resistor that regulates the flow rate to within the
desired values over the propellant feed pressure blowdown range. Propellant flow to the gas generator
(CiG) is controlled in an on-off mode by a solenoid
actuated, dual redundant seat, propellant valve. In a
the valve
flight system, a heater maintains
temperature in a safe temperature range. Hydrazine
is catalytically and thermally decomposed in the gas
generator; hence decomposition gases flow into the
arcjet body through a delivery tube. Once inside the
body, these gases flow through annular passages
between the electrical insulator and the interior
anode wall enabling regenerative cooling of the
motor. Then, the gases pass through the vortex
injector which creates a swirling flow field around
the cathode. The gases are heated by the arc and then
accelerated through the nozzle. Current, provided
from the PCU through the interconnecting power
the cathode,
which
is
cable, flows horn
concentrically located within the body, through the
arc and into the anode. Electrical isolation between
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the cathode and anode is provided by ceramic
insulators. A titanium mounting structure couples the
thrusuz body to the valv@Cl assembly and provides
thermal isolation from the spa0
(designed for
zero heat rejection to the spacecraft).
Power Conditioning Unit
The high voltage start-up pulse and steady-state
electric power to the arc is provided by the power
conditioning unit (FCU).

The PCU is a pulse-width modulated, switchmode power converter that provides regulated DC
power at 1620 W to the negative impedance arc of
the arcjet during steady-state operation. The power is
supplied over an input voltage range of !X-65 V and
a thruster (arc) voltage range of 90-140 V. Measured
efficiencies range between 91.0 and 94.5 % over this
combination of input and output voltage ranges,
resulting a maximum power need of 1800 W under
worst case operating conditions. The maximum heat
rejection to the spacecraft is less than 160 kW.
The power converter is an advanced design
based on a push-pull buck regulator with transformer
isolation between the input and the output. Switching
is achieved by two identical custom, power hybrid
microcircuits that consist of multiple, large area
MOSFET power transistor die to reduce onresistance. Constant power is achieved through
pulsewidth modulation based on a fast, internal,
constant-current loop, and a slower, outer constantpower loop. An output inductor is used both to
smooth the output current wave form and for
generation of the start pulse.

TEST PROGRAM
The testing activities presented in this paper are
part of an internally funded research and
development program directed towards verifying
FiatAvio capabilities to test and to manufachue flight
qualified hydrazine arcjets. In particular, the
following objectives are being pursued:
safely and succes&lly reactivate hydra&e
testing capabilities (stopped in 1993) while taking
into account the new Eumpean laws linked to the
use of hazardous substances such as hydrazine
conduct acceptance tests on a flight arcjet system
purchased from PAC (MR-509) to validate our
facility capabilities
manufacture, assemble and test flight arcjet
thrusters and gas generators
activate numerical modeling activities for a better
henomena
understanding of the physical
P
observed in the flow field of an arcjet14.
The results of the acceptance tests (functional,
environmental and firing) perfcumed in FiatAvio on
an arcjet system purchased from PAC are presented.
A full set of acceptance tests was conduct by PAC on
this engine prior to delivery to FiatAvio-BPD. The
data&ntbetwotestseriesarecompared.
TEST DRHXIPTION
Acceptance tests on the MR-509 system are
performed in order to assure confamance of the
manufactured part to the design. They consist of
functional, environmental and firing tests, whose
sequence is defined in Fig. 3.

S-level active components are used throughout
the Pcu; the predicted MTBF is greater than
l,OOO,OOO
hours. The unit’s EMl performance meets
MlL-STD-461 generally tailored for this type of
spacecraft application. The input tllter is designed to
reject spacecraft noise and prevent internal switching
noise from reaching the spacecraft battery bus.
Cable
The power cable assembly consists of a triaxial
cable and two end connectors which mate to
receptacles on the FCU and arcjet thruster. The
center conductor is connected to the cathode, while
the inner EMl shield is tied to the anode. The anode
is grounded to the spacecraft body as is the FCU
chassis. An outer metallic braid provides additional
EMl shielding.

Fig. 3: Acceptance Test Sequence
Functional tests on the arcjet thruster include
dimensional verification of interface control drawing
requirements, proof and leak tests and component
‘electrical measurements. According to Fig. 3, these
tests are performed at three diffxent points: before
vibration testing, after vibration testing, and after
firing.
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Environmental tests consist of random
vilxations of the arcjet thruster while mated to the
power cable and mounted on the vibration fixture.
Acceptance vibration tests are typically performed
along three axes at 0.10 G2/Hz over a frequency
interval of 20 to 2000 Hz. Only control
awelerometers are installed. Visual inspection is
used for a preliminary assessment of the success of
the test before performing functional checks.
Firing tests are pe!&rmed in ader to assess
motor performance. In particular, the minimum
steady-state thrust (vs. feed pressure) and the
nominal mission average specific impulse of 500 s
must be validated. The firing test schedule faesees
several 30-minute un-augmented Kngs (without
electric power) for a preliminary check of motor
performance due solely to the propellant energy, a 3hour burn-in firing to enable a stable arcjet cathode
geometry (effectively, a running in) and finally a
matrix of 30-minute performance firings (at different
pressure and input voltage conditions, simulating the
operative conditions at which the motor will be
submitted in orbit) to assess the motor performance.
Decontamination and post firing functional tests
conclude the acceptance sequence.

VACUUM PUMPS

TEST FACILITIES
The testing activities were conducted in the VP1 facility of the FiatAvieBPD Electric Propulsion
L&oratory?
The VP-l &cility (shown schematically in Fig.
4) is the larger of the two available at the FiatAvio,
in terms of size and performance, and was designed
to accommodate low and medium powa (up to 80
kW continuous), radiation-cooled arcje&. It enables
ca~tinuous testing with gas mixtures or high purity
hydra&e propellant and consists of a dedicated
control room, test room, vacuum plant, vacuum
chamber and suppat equipment. The first tests with
hydrazine fed arcjets were performed in this facility
in 1993 in the context of the ASTP-3 program from
ESAf61.
The water-cooled vacuum chamber is a 4 mlong stainless steel cylinder, 1.6 m in diameter with
its major axis parallel to the ground. The vacuum test
chamber is pumped by a PFEEFER ~type*four
stage pumping group which provides a pumping
speed of 58,000 m3/hr at lo” mbar.
The VP-l test facility was designed for
hydrazine arcjet endurance testing. The stringent
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Fig, 4: VP-1 facility at FiatAvieBPD

VP-2
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requirements of such testing require continuous
monitoring of the facility and engine for safe
operation. A programmable logic controller (PLC)
was selected to perform this function. All the safety
requirements for the use of the hydra&e propellant
are implemented.
The propellant feed system can provide both
gaseous (argon, nitrogen, hydrogen and ammonia)
and liquid (hydrazine) propellants at up to 250 mg/s.
Nitrogen is used to pressurize the hydraxine storage
tank and cause liquid hydrazine to flow to the
thruster through passivated lines controlled by
pneumatic valves. Pneumatic valves are controlled by
the PLC through a pneumatic/electric switch valve
cabinet. The feeding system is designed to allow
hydrazine to be back-flowed to the tank at the end of
the testing activities, followed by a nitrogen purge
and cleaning of the lines. The hydra&e flow rate is
measured by a dedicated MicroMotion Model D6
mass flow meter in the range from 0 to 100 mg/s and
has a reproducibility of 0.6% of full scale.
A dilution stack/scrubber is used to make sure
all of the propellant lines and vacuum pump exhaust
gases are rendered safe during and after a test. The
scrubber is realized with two independent stages for
the neutralization of hydrazine and ammonia vapors.
The gas and liquid hydrazine purge lines are also
connected to the dilution st.ack/scrubber as is the
vacuum pump exhaust. In addition, the hydrazine
purge lines are vented through a special catalyst bed
in the vacuum chamber to decompose all purged
hydrazine vapors.
The data acquisition system is based on a
Pentium personal computer and was developed as an
application of the graphical code LabView from
National Instruments using virtual instrumentation
logic. The personal computer is equipped with a
National Instrument AT-MIO-16E-10 multi-channel
data acquisition card (sample rate of 100 kS/s). In
order to increase the number analog inputs and
maximize signal conditioning capability, the card is
interlaced with a SCXl signal conditioning system to
multiplex, isolate and amplify up to (at the maximum
theoretical value) 3,072 low level signals.
The following parameters are measured during
test: 1) test facility parameters: propellant mass flow
rates, propellant pressure (upstream the arcjet),
vacuum chamber pressure, various temperatures; 2)
thruster performance: catalytic bed pressure, thruster
current and voltage, thrust, thruster temperatures.
Arcjet thrust is measured through the use of a
displacement balance, based on the measured
deflection of a parallelogram-type thrust stand due to

engine thrust. The balance has a built-in calibration
system which also operates under vacuum.
Power is provided to the PCU witb a Sorensen
DC8 300-35 (maximum 300 V& at 35 A) power
supply. A capacitor bank consisting of 18,000 @ was
inserted in parallel to the output line, in order to
reduce signal oscillations for low Sorensen output
voltage ranges.
ACCEPTANCE TESTS AT PRIMEX

Firing acceptance test results from PAC on the
MR-509 thruster, S/N BPD-1. are summarized in
Table B. The values presented curespond to
averaged quantities for each run.

1
born-in

Wlt-1

pert-2
uerf-3
lpelf-4

1

17.6
17.6
17.6
15.5
15.5

1

204
244
245
233
233

1

510.8
498.9
509.7
522.8
522.0

Table B: PAC Acceptance Test Results Summary
Thearcjetpassedallaccepmncetestspriorto
shipment to FiatAvio-BPD.
TEST RESULTS AT FIATAVIO
The results of the acceptance tests performed on
the MR-509 arcjet, S/N BPD-1, in the Electric
Propulsion facilities of FiatAvio-BPD, are presented
below. Testing activities were completed in May
1997.

Functional Tests
Functional tests were performed on the MR-509
system in the FiatAvio-BPD electric propulsion
laboratoryat three different points: upon receipt from
PAC. after environmental testing and after the firing
tests.
The tests performed at FiatAvioBPD consisted
of mechanical checks (thruster external leakage,
valve internal leakage, proof pressure, gas flow rate)
and electrical tests. The latter include:
l internal resistance checks of the propellant valve,
valve coil heater, thermistor, GG heater, llight
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l

thermocouple, and temperature sensor board
assembly.
insulation resistance checks of the propellant valve,
valve heater, GG heater, flight thermocouple, AJT
cathode to anode, temperature sensor board
assembly, and thermistors.

16

;
t

Lx/n=
.I

All functional tests were passed at each of the
three test series.
Environmental Tests

Acceptance level vibration tests were performed
in the FiatAvioBPD environmental laboratory on a
Ling 953 shaker, controlled by a GenRad 2514
apparatus. According to the teat procedure, vibration
testing was performed on each of the three axes for
66 s while monitoring the tests with control
accelerometers. Figures 5 and 6 present the vibration
levels, registered from the control accelerometer,
along the Y and 2 directions, respectively. The
former corresponds to the axis perpendicular to the
plane of arcjet interface with the satellite and was
performed with the thruster mounted directly on the
shaker piston. The latter is along the main thruster
axis and was performed by means of a slip table
connected to the shaker. The peak observed at about
1500 Hz (but below the accepted tolerance values)
corresponds to the resonance frequency of the slip
table.

Fig. 6: Acceptance random vibration along Z axis
No visual damage was observed during and
after vibration.
Firing Tests

Firing tests were pertiied in the VP-1 facility
of the FiatAvio-BPDelectric propulsion laboratory.
During test set-up, the arcjet thruster was
installed in the vacuum cell thrust stand and
connected to the PCU by a triaxial power cable. The
PCU was located outside the chamber. This was done
because the vacuum level inside the chamber
corresponds to the region of the Paschen curve where
the Paschen breakdown within the PCU can not be
entirely eliminated. Note that at and below PCU
thermal vacuum teat levels (about 1.5~10~~mbar),
Paschen breakdown is not a problem.
During all of the firing tests, the maximum
registered ressure inside the vacuum chamber was
of 28 x 16 P mbar, with an average value of 22 x lo-’
mbar, while the arcjet thruster operated with an
averaged mass flow rate of about 49 mg/s.

Fig. 5: Acceptance random vibration along Y axis
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The summary of the acceptance firing teat
results, as performed in FiatAvio BPD, is presented
in Table C, where, kx each test, the following
averaged parameters are shown: feed pressure, mass

feed pressure

PCU input
voltage WI

[bar1
un-augmented-l

18.6

un-augmented-2

15.0

49.0

74

150

bum-in 3-hour

18.2

49.5

260

525

performance map-l

17.6

49.5

259

523

performance map-2

17.5

49.8

255

512

performance map-3

16.9

47.7

242

507

performance map-4

16.8

46.0

242

526

Tab. C: Summary of m-509 tking tests
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relevant to firing test a FiatAvioBPD manufactured
AJT.

flow rate, thrust, specific impulse, PCU input voltage
and PCU electric input power.
of typical temperature
An
example
measurements on the arcjet thruster is shown in Fig.
8. The curves correspond to the temperature of the
GG flange, TCW the GG body, TOOZ,
the propellant
valve, Tw, the electric passthrough, TEP(rear part of
the thruster), and the anode, TAN,(measured by a
pyrometer). Pre-heating of the gas generator to a
temperature greater than 65 ‘C prior to starting the
flow of hydra&e can be seen in the TGG~and TCGZ
traces.
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RESULTS ANALYSIS

Fig. 9: Measured Specific Impulse vs. Inlet Pressure

The results of the testing activities performed at
FiatAvio-BPD show, in general, good agreement
with the acceptance test results of PAC on this AJS.
In particular, no significant differences with respect
to the PAC data were found during the functional
and environmental tests. However, during the firing
tests, some discrepancies were observed in the thrust
measurements. For comparison, the measured thrust
and specific impulse values versus arcjet inlet
pressure are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively,
together with the results obtained during the PAC
acceptance tests.

The FiatAvio test results are in agreement with
the PAC test results on the same AIS and validate
the FiatAvio test facility for future flight thruster test
activities.

The thrust measurement exhibits differences of
up to tiQ. The reasons for this have been identified
and are related to lower thrust stand precision at
FiatAvio and the existence of a relatively ‘3tiff’
connection between the thruster and cable which
inhibited movement of the thrust stand in some
A new configuration for .the thruster
cases.
connection to the balance and power cable is
presently under study at FiatAvio, together with a
partial redesign of the thrust stand itself; both
enhancements wiIl be applied during the activities

CONCLUSIONS
A Bight qualified, low power arcjet system was
submitted to a full set of acceptance tests. The results
demonstrated FiatAvioBPD’s capability to perfarm
these activities and validate of WIities.
Improvements to thrust stand system were
identified and activities are in progress to enhance
the accuracy of the measurement.
Future activities include acceptance and
endurance testing of arcjets man&ctured and
assembled at FiatAvioBPD.
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